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Los Angeles

Founded in 1997 by designer
Henner Jahns, Gecco Vision soon
became an award-winning design firm
of visually stunning consumer products.
ESI turned to Gecco to revitalize the
typical height adjustable table with
distinction in mind.
Henner and his team had to find fresh
perspective on what was a common
design in the modern workspace,

without compromising functionality. The
table had to integrate harmoniously with
a variety of work environments yet offer
a point of visual difference.
The balance of uniqueness and
integration inspired a design language…
soft…floating…fluid. This led to a focus
on one critical design element of the
table: the leg.

Fluid lines. Ascending design.

A fresh approach to finishes

The result is a fluid, minimalist design with a striking
finish. The Brisa flows with any workspace setting while
maintaining elevated distinction. With its levitating upright
columns, this height adjustable table captures the
essence of rising.

The table base finish also needed to be versatile enough
to accommodate a diverse range of workspace interiors.
By offering silver, black, white and polished aluminum
finish options for the base, workplace interior designers
can coordinate the Brisa with any environment.

Electric height adjustment

Quality materials

This unique table base includes two motors allowing
smooth height adjustment up to 26.1 inches, while
supporting up to 220 pounds.

Steel frame and aluminum foot construction
offers outstanding stability.

Quick assembly
Frame and column connect and lock for quick
and efficient assembly requiring minimal tools.

Support that floats
By focusing on a unique leg design, the team discovered
they could create a sense of elevation to the overall piece.
The concept of off-set leg supports offered a sturdy
structural element with a floating quality, giving the Brisa
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a lightness of appearance while providing the reliability
of a strong foundation. The design also incorporates
faster and more efficient setup that allows for installation
in minutes.

